KEY INSTALLATION POINTS:

- Remove sufficient bedding from around the pipe to allow the coupling and sleeve to slide along the pipe and be clear of the joint.
- Ensure both pipe ends are free from dirt and debris.
- Ensure that the pipe ends are chamfered to a minimum of 1/8" x 45° to remove any material that could damage the FEP liner.
- Slide the coupling and sleeve onto either pipe prior to laying the second pipe in the trench.
- Butt pipe sections together.
- Mark the positions for the PTFE seals symmetrically about the pipe ends their correct position is directly under the coupling clamp bands.
- Remove the backing from the PTFE tape.
- Fit the self-adhesive PTFE seals onto the pipes overlapping the tape ends.
- Slide the FEP liner into position over the PTFE seals.
- Apply hot air evenly over the surface of the FEP liner to shrink the sleeve onto the pipe ends and the PTFE seals keeping the hot air gun in motion all the time to produce an even rate of shrinkage.
  *Do not overheat. Overheating may damage liner.*
- Position the coupling centrally over the liner and tighten the clamps to 60 in-lbs torque. Tighten all clamps in equal stages working from the center outwards.

CHEMICAL COUPLING COMPONENTS:
1 - COUPLING
2 - HEAT SHRINKABLE FLUOROPOLYMER (FEP) LINER
2 - SELF ADHESIVE STRIPS OF PTFE SEAL

REVISIONS:

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE